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Abstract

Thc combination of coastal dcvelopment and naturally retreating shorelines in

sensitive barricr island ecosystems has led to increased demand for shorelinc

management. The strategy of beach nourishment is commonly used to build an atiificial

beach in ordcr to maintain recreational benefits and protect oceanfront property. A

simulation model was developcd to examine the costs and benefits associated with

nourishment and to compare these with an alternate strategy of relocating coastal

strnctul'Cs. This model uses principles of renewable rcsource economics to characterize

the cffect of the natural and anthropogenic rates of growth and decay on the net benefits

of a beach. Hedonic propcrty value studies of coastal areas were used to characterize

some of the bencfits of beaches. A regression analysis was performed to determine the

structure of the cost curve for nourishment projects as a function of the volume of sand

used. The results of the simulation model highlight the impOliance of considcring the

dynamics of these systems and the effects of each strategy ovcr time. The relative

efficiency of a repeatcd nOlirishment strategy is shown to depend on the frequency with

which nourishments must be carried out. In addition, progress was made towards

outlining the necessaty components for modeling the optimal path of management

decisions.



Introduction

Beaches arc important natural resources for both cnvironmcntal and economic

reasons. To take advantage of these resources pcople have been moving to and

developing in coastal areas at an increasing rate. However, the continuing crosion of

Atlantic and Gulf coast barrier island beaches has placcd many coastal slt~lCtures in

harms way. The potcntial for property loss and damage due to flooding and erosion

during coastal storms has led to thc demand for shoreline management. In this study two

management options, repeated nourishment and relocation of coastal structures, are

discussed. Thc costs and benefits of these two strategies are evaluated using a dynamic

renewable resource approach to management. A regression analysis is performed to

characterize the costs of nourishment projects. Benefits for beachcs are investigatcd

using hedonic property value studies that establish the marginal implicit price of the

beach as a function of its width. A simulation model is developed that combines the

insights from the regression analysis, hedonic studies, and a systematic treatmcnt of the

intertcmporal dynamics of bcach systems and beach management strategics. Finally, the

analysis allows for progress towards developing a dynamic optimization model of these

management decisions.

Beach Rcsources

The beaches that line the US Atlantic and Gulf coasts are the seaward edge of an

almost unbrokcn chain of dynamic barrier islands that cxtend from the tip of Long Island

to the Mexican border (Bush, Pilkey, and Neal, 1996). These bcaches arc important for

both environmental and economic reasons. In 1982 Congress enacted the· Coastal Barrier

Rcsources Act (CoBRA) recognizing the imporlancc of barricr island ccosystcms that

"provide habitats for migratOty birds and othcr wildlifc; and habitats which are cssential

spawning, nursery, ncsting, and fccding arcas for commercially and rccreationally

important species of finfish and shellfish, as well as other aquatic organisms such as sea

turtlcs" (Coastal Barrier Resources Act, 97 P.L. 348; 98 Stat. 1653). A number of specics

that depcnd on healthy beach ecosystems, such as the piping plover and sevcral specics of

sca turtles, are listed as endangered or thrcatened under thc Endangcred Species Act. In



fact, 45% of all species listed as endangered or threatened and 75% of listed mammals

and birds rely on healthy coastal ecosystems (Heinz Ccnter, 2000).

Although thesc environmental services have associated economic values, they

typically provide non-use values that reccive little consideration in coastal managcment.

However, many of the most important non-markct values of hcalthy beaches are use

values and are reflected at Icast indircctly in property values. A sizeable tourist induslty

has developed around our society's desire to visit the beach. Wider beaches serve as

rccreational resources for walking, swimming, surf-fishing, boating, crabbing, and bird

watching. In addition, healthy beaches decrease storm and flood risks to coastal

development. A wider beach protects structures from high water levels and dissipates

wave energy. Finally, beachcs also provide acsthetic values for nearby property owners.

Thesc valuable re'sources, however, are not static parts of the landscape and are

subject to variation on a daily, yearly and interannual basis.. Atlantic and Gulf coast

barrier island beaches are dynamic features characterizcd by equilibrium profiles that are

a function of local sediment supply, wave energy, currents, and tidal forces (National

Research Council [NRC], 1990). Beach widths vary seasonally with changing weather

and wave conditions (NRC,. 1990). During the winter months, when coastal storms and

large waves are frequent, sand is moved off shore and beach widths are gcnerally

diminished. Calmer summer conditions promote the landward transport of sand and

beach recovery. Beach widths also change dramatically in response to extreme weather

events such as hurricanes. Sand is again moved off shore as a result of the higher water

levels and increased wave energy and then returned to the beach during calmer periods

(NRC, 1990).

LOllg-term changes in shore profiles are of greatest concern to coastal property

owners. The landward migration of shorelines can be induced by sea level rise, local

land subsidence, and human induccd changes in the alongshore transp0l1 of sediment

(NRC, 1990). What is often called shoreline erosion is more appropriately termed

shoreline retreat. As sea level rises the interactions between waves, cUIl'ents, and gravity

shift landward resulting in a migration of thc equilibrium shore profile. In the absence of

coastal development the beach migrates landward, changing location but retaining its

shape. The presence of coastal structures interferes with this migration and, as the
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shoreline shifts, the beach narrows and the water's edgc approaches and threatens

devclopment. Congress recognized the tension bctween the natural processes and

devclopment of these islands in enacting CoBRA which states that "costal barriers serve

as natural storm protective buffers and are gcnerally unsuitablc for development because

they are vulnerable to hurricane and other storm damage and because natural shoreline

recession and the movement of unstable sediments undermine manmade st11lctures"

(NRC, 1990).

Coastal Development

Despitc the continued risks, development and recreational use in coastal areas has

increased dramatically ovcr the last 50 years (Heinz Center, 2000). Over that time

avcrage incomes and car ownership increased while transportation infrastructurc and

access to coastal areas improvcd (Heinz Center, 2000). Combincd with increases in

leisure time, these trends led to a significant rise in people traveling to the coasts for

recreation. Approximately 180 million Americans spcnd $74 billion on visits to ocean

and bay bcaches each year (Hcinz Centcr, 2000). Many seaside cOlrnnunities have

changed from small fishing villages to major tourist resorts. As a result, consttuction in

flood and crosion prone areas has increased, as have the costs of damagcs to those

structures.

Approximately 350,000 structures are currently within 500 fcet of coastline in the

continental U.S. and Hawaii (Heinz Center, 2000). This accounting excludes structures

in densely developed coastal cities where the majority of buildings are protected from

erosion. Approximately 85;000 homes that are situated on low lying land or bluffs are

projected to erode into the ocean or great lakes over the next 60 years - approximately

1,500 homes per year (Heinz Center, 2000). Thc loss of these homcs is likely to cost, on

average, $530 million each year (Heinz Center, 2000).

Shorelinc Management

There are several stratcgies for protecting coastal structures from shoreline retreat.

The primary oncs discusscd here arc soft stabilization of the bcach and relocation of

threatened structurcs. Soft stabilization refers primarily to beach nourishment. Sand is
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drcdged from an offshore borrow sitc and used to build an artificial beach in front of

tlueatencd structures. If it is assumed that the first coastal storm after a nourishmcnt

project rcdistributes the sand so that it assumcs the same shape as the cquilibrium profile,

then the extra width added to the beach is a function of the total volume of the project,

the length of beach that is nourishcd and the water depth at which there is no significant

movcment of sedimcnts by wave action, the so callcd "closure dcpth" (NRC, 1995).

As nourishment prcscrves the physical presence of the beach, it has becomc an

incrcasingly popular option for coastal communities. However, crosion continues,

making nourishments temporaty solutions. In fact, somc studies suggcst that the profile

of thc artificial beach is out of equilibrium with the ncar-shore forccs, and that as a result

erosion of nourished beachcs may occur morc rapidly than for natural beaches. The

duration of timc beforc the artifiCial bcach is lost has been highly variable along the East

Coast; 26% of nourished beaches werc cffcctivcly gone in less than I yeai' and 62%

lastcd between 2 and 5 years (Pilkey and Dixon, 1996).

Given the need for maintcnance and rcnourishmcnt, beach nourishment can be

quite costly as a long-term strategy. Between 1950 and 1993, the Army Corps of

Enginccrs spent approximately $700 million (exprcsscd in 1993 dollars) to nourish 200

miles of U.S. coast (Heinz Ccnter, 2000). The continucd maintenance and renourishment

costs for these projccts are estimated to be $300,000 per year per mile of bcach (Heinz

Center, 20000). A reccnt study by the H. John Heinz III Center for Science, Economics,

and the Environmcnt (Heinz Ccnter) found that projected crosion damages cxceeded

nourishment costs in only 10% of the Atlantic and Gulf coastal counties that wcre studied

(2000).

Many people opposc nourishment because it has the potential to crcate significant

environmental impacts in thc surrounding ecosystems. Thcsc include thrcats to whales,

dolphins, and porpoises that feed in offshorc dredging areas (Associatcd Press, 200 I) and
, '

advcrse effects for seagrass beds that serve as protcctive environments for thc larval

development of a variety of marine species (National Occanic and Atmospheric

Administration [NOAA), 2002). As sand is placed on the beach, worms, clams, and

crabs are buried. This, in turn, affects migratOly birds and young fish that feed on these

organisms. Harmful impacts to bcnthic organisms can also rcsult from the increased
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sediment and turbidity produced in the surf zone from the dredge and fill activities

(NOAA, 2002). Significant threats exist for already threatened and endangered sea

turtles. One potential impact is the incorporation of long-lived pollutants into turtle eggs

after they arc brought on shore by a nourishment project (Associated Press, 200 I). Also,

failed tlll'lie nesting seasons may occur as a result of the changes in sand quality and grain

size (Pilkey, 2002). In addition, artificial beach profiles that are in disequilibria with the

surf zone forces that shape them often lead to large erosion scarps. These erosion scarps

are like small cliffs that form in the sand and can prevent turtles from accessing

appropriate nesting sites further inland (Pilkey, 2002).

An alternate strategy for protecting coastal stl1lctures from shoreline retreat is the

removal or relocation of the stl1lctures themselves. This is particularly applicable in areas

where the narrowing of thc beach is due to sea level rise induced landward migration. In

these cases, relocation recognizes the potential to maintain a beach simply by relocating

structures away from it. This is thc most environmentally friendly solution in that the

physical presence and biological integrity of the beach and surrounding ecosystems are

. preserved. Already, some costal areas arc encouraging rclocation through zoning laws

that require property lots of a certain depth to allow for the landward relocation of

stl1lcturcs (Heinz Ccnter, 2000).

Bcaches as Renewable Resources

In considering the different approaches to shoreline managcment it is uscful to

frame the problem as a qucstion of dynamic renewable resource management.

Renewable resources, such as fish stocks and harvested forest stands, cxhibit significant

rates of growth and depletion within economic timeframes (Conrad, 1999). Optimal

management of these resources must take into account these processes of change as well

as the costs and benefits associated with different management strategies.

Framed in these terms, beaches exhibit growth tln'ough management decisions

over nourishment and relocation. The depletion of the beach is simply erosion. As with

other renewable resources the state of the resourcc in any given year is dependent on the

choices and changes made to it in the previous years. Beaches arc unlike renewable

resourccs like fish and forests in that. they are' physical systems governed by physical
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proccsses as opposed to biological ones. In addition, for most renewable resources, the

anthropogenic influence enters in on the side of depletion of the resource through harvest.

For beaches, thc anthropogenic influence is on growth. However, decisions about

nourishment can also affecr erosion rates. A final distinction betwcen beach systems and

other renewable resources is that, for beaches, benefits stem from the stock of the

resource. For more traditionally considered renewable resources, benefits come primarily

from the "flow" of the resource and only sometimes fi'om the stock.

The usefulness of considering beach systems in tennsof a dynamic renewable

resource management problem comes from the emphasis that this places on determining

the optimal path for resource management. In addition to trying to optimize the benefits

drawn from the system, this approach recognizes the connection between actions taken in

one time period and the state of the resource and rates of change in the next time period.

What follows is an attempt to model the beach as a renewable resource. This

involves considering the strategies of repeated nourishment and relocation over a certain

time' horizon with attention to the intertemporal forces that affect the state, of the be'aeh.

For each strategy, benefits of the beach are calculated over time, as arc the costs of each

management approach. From this, the present value of the net benefits for each

management strategy can be compared.

Evaluating the Benefits of Beaches

The benefits associated with management through nourishment or relocation are

due to increasing or preserving the presence and width of a beach. These benefits have

been measured a number of ways includitlg using travel costs methods, contingent

valuation surveys, and hedonic property value studies (NRC, 1995).

The last of these, hedonic propelty value studies, is based on the idea that some

benefits are capitalized into the price of coastal properties and these studies can tease out

the marginal implicit price associated with beach amenities. However, the studies

discussed here arc limited to considering only private usc values that arc capitalized into

the value of coastal properties. P\lblie goods, such as habitat and biodiversity protection,

arc not accounted for. Nor are the private benefits experienced by day visitors or other

tourist related businesses Olitside of residential areas.
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Hedonic Property Value Models

All hedonic property value studies arc based on the premise that differences in

housing prices correspond to differences in the quantities of various housing

characteristics (Freeman, 1993). The basic theory of rents specifics that the price of a

piece of land is equal to the present value of the stream of rents produced by that land.

As productivity ofland varies, so docs the price (Freeman, 1993). Therefore, the price of

a given piece of land can be seen as a fhnetion of the different productivity enhancing

characteristics that it possesses. These could be stmctural characteristics, neighborhood

characteristics, or even environmental characteristics. Regression models that predict

housing prices based on the different bundles of these characteristics can be used to tease

out the marginal implicit price of environmental goods. In a market equilibrium the

marginal implicit price associated with an environmental good is equal to' the marginal

willingness to pay for the good (Freeman, 1993). A number of these studies have looked

at coastal housing markets to determine willingness to pay for beach amenities. Table 1

summarizes eight of these studies. Vmying in the geographical location as well as the

type ofshoreline (ocean coast, gulf coast, lake shore), all eight provide evidence that

shoreline amenities arc positively related to housing prices.

The majority of studies have looked at proximity measures such as distance to the

beach, water frontage and water views. The analyses by Brown and Pollakowski (1977);

Edwards and Gable (1991); Milon, Gressel, and Mulkey (1984); Parsons and Powell

(2001); Parsons and Wu (1991); and Wilman (1981) all found a negative imd significant

relationship between distance and housing prices. This indicates that people arc willing

to pay more to be closer to the shore. Several of these studies also found significant

relationships indicating that home buyers will pay more for houses that have water views

(Edwards and Gable, 1991; Milon, Gresscl, and Mulkey, 1984; and Parsons and Wu,

1991) or that arc located on waterfront lots (Edwards and Gable, 1991; Parsons and

Powell, 200 1; Parsons and Wu, 1991).

Four of the studies listed in Table 1 go beyond proximity related amenities to

consider the quality or quantity of the beach or shorefront recreational area. Witman's

(1981) study of Cape Cod housing prices looked at the marginal implicit lirice of the

presence of debris on the beach as a way of measuring the quality of beach areas. The
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Table 1: Results of Hedonic Studies in Coastal Areas

Authors Study Area Dlsl. Frontage View Other Amenity
Variable

Brown and Seatlle, WA (-) NA NA Width of lake shore
Pollakowskl (1977) Lakeshore open-space

(+)
Ed\yanls and South Kingstown, RI (-) (+) (+) NA
Gable Ocean coast
( (991)
Milon, G.-essel, Apalachicola Bay, FL (-) (+)* (+) NA
and Mnlkev (1984) Gulfcoast .

Parsons and Sussex County, DE (-) (+) NA NA
Powell Ocean coast
(2001)
Parsons and \Vu Anne Amndel County, (-) (+) (+) NA
(1991) MD

Chesancakc Bav
PomJle and Surfside l3each and (-).. (+) (+) Beach width at high tide
Ilincharl Garden City, SC (+)
(1994) Ocean coast
POIl1JlC and Seabrook Island, SC (-).. NA (+) l3each width at high tide
Rinehart Ocean coast (+)
(1999)
\Vilman Cape Cod, MA (-) NA NA Presence ofdebris on
(1981 ) Ocean coast beach

(-)
* insignificant at researchers' threshold level
** interaction term of beach width * distance to nearcst beach

author's results showed a negative relationship, indicating higher property values for

houses ncar better quality beaches.

Of particular interest arc attempts to measure the value associated with additional

beach width. Unlike measures of distance, view, and frontage, beach width not only

captures the recreational benefits associated with a larger area, it also reflects the

protection that an additional foot of beach provides for coastal structures. For decisions

about setback regulations, whether or not to carty out beach nourishments, and how large

any given nourishment project should be, it is the willingness to pay for beach width that

is perhaps most relevant.

Brown and Pollakowski (1977) looked at a similar issue by considering the width

of open space along lakeshore areas. Their results show a positive relationship between

lakeshore open space and housing prices, reflecting recreational values similar to what

we might expect in beach communities. However, their study docs not capture benefits

provided by beaches in the reduction of erosion and storm risks. Only two studies by
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Pompe and Rinehart (1994 and 1999) look specifically at the variation in property values

as a function of beach widths.

The study published by Pompe and Rinehart in 1994 analyzed actual transaction

data for 385 houses sold between 1983 and 1991 in the residential communities of

Surfside Beach and Garden City, South Carolina. A quadratic Box-Cox transformation

showed optimal functional form corresponding to the double-log. Using this functional

. form, a model was built considering various stmctural charactcristics as well as beach

width, ocean frontage, and water views. Several measures of beach width were

investigated including width at high tide, low tide, and sand volume. Width at high tide

was found to be the best estimator in terms of R2 and t values. Measures of beach width

were taken in the spring of 1989. An interaction term of beach width and distance to the

nearest beach was also incIoded to capture the recreational benefit from wider beaches.

Neighborhood and locational variables were ignored as the two communities were

presumed to be sufficiently similar in these characteristics. All coefficients had the

expected signs.

The 1994 study produced a cocfficient for beach width of 0.2632. The double log

model corresponds to constant elasticity so that a marginal increase in beach width of one

percent corresponds to a 0.26% increase in value. For beach nourishment, non-marginal

changes are more likely to interest policy makers. For a non-marginal change, although

the percent changes are not tied to the starting values, we do not simply multiply 0.26 by

the pereentagc increase. For example, a doubling of beach width is associated with a

multiplicative change in property valuc 01'2°.2632. This is cquivalent to a 20% increase in

property value.

A similar study published by Pompe and Rinehart in 1999 considered the private

community of Seabrook Island, South Carolina. Trm\saction data for 238 developed and

297 vacant lots wcre analyzcd with respect to beach width, water frontage and view, as .

well as an interaction tcrm of beach width and distance to the bcach. Width at high and

low tide were considcred as wcll as a five-year average beach width. Again, high tide

width was selected as it provided the highest R2 value. Pompe and Rinehmt used the

same procedure for detenniiling functional form and again settled ou a double log model.
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In this study tl-e coefficient for beach width was estimated to be 0.134 for

dcveloped lots and 0.304 for vacant lots. As such, a doubling in beach width corresponds

to an increase in propcrty value by a factor of 2°,134 or 10% for developed lots and 2°·304

or 23% for vacant lots. The fact that the value of vacant lots rises at a greater rate with

increasing beach width may simply reflect the fact that there arc fewcr components

involved in thc value of a vacmit lot.

In using thesc studies it is impOliant to note that beach width is a temporal

characteristic that varies naturally and through management over time. Property values,

on the other hand, are exprcssed in terms of the prescnt value sum of the infinite stream

of bencfits that a given piece of property is cxpected to gencrate. In order to use property

values to evaluate the marginal implicit price of a beach these two timescales need to be

reconcilcd. In devcloping the model that follows, the time scale of a single year is used.

Property values are expressed in terms of the yearly rental value and beach widths arc

expressed in tenns of yearly average width at high tide.

Using these hedonic studies the changes in benefits associated with a management

strategy designed to produce a given change in beach width can now be estimated. In

order to evaluate the relative economic efficiency of nourishment and relocation one must

also bc able to estimate the costs associated with these two management strategies.

Costs of Nourishment

The cost of an individualnourishmcnt project consists of paying for the labor and

capital to cany out the project. Project costs are thought to vmy as a function of the size

of the project, both in terms of the volume of sand placed on the beach as well as the

length of the beach to be nourished. Other factors, such as the method ofsand

emplacement, thc location of the sand borrow site, or other location specific costs, may

also influencc the total cost of a project.

Using data from thc Program for the Study of Developcd Shorcline at Duke

University, a regression analysis was perfonned to charactcrize the costs of a

nourishment project as a function of the volume of sand used and the length of the

nourished beach. The data sct includcd information on project costs, total sand volumc,

and length of nourished beach for 132 diffcrent nourishments performed at different sites
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along the US Atlantic and Gulf coasts over the last 50 years. As shown in Table 2 the

mean projcct used 19,909,239 ft3 of sand to nourish 10,429 ft of beach. Dcpending on

thc individllal beach profile and closurc depth, this would corrcspond to adding

somewhere between 80 and 160 ft of width to the beach (NRC, 1995). All costs are

rcpOlied in 2002 dollar valucs and thc average project cost was $4.6 million.

Table 2' Nourishment Dataset

Lenulh (ct) Volume (fI') Cost (2002$)

1\'1111 itn UIII 100 2,430 942

1~I Quartile 2,588 3,780,000 990,524

Mean 10,429 19,909,239 4,623,636

Median 7,140 7,101,000 1,976,220

3rd Quartile 15,250 25,565,152 6,124956

Maximum 47,520 162,000,000 57,832,988

Total N 132 132 132

Standard Deviation 10,491 26,947,778 6,867003

An all subsets model selection proecss was run and models wcre evalnated on the

basis of Mallows Cp and Bayesian Inference Criteria (BIC). Scveral of the top

performing modcls were then fmiher compared in terms of coefficient p-values and

residual plots. The final model selccted is shown below with standard errors in

parenthcsis bcneath each rcgression coefficient. In this model volumc is in units of 1000

ttl and length is in units of 1000 ft.

Est. mean In (Cost) ~ 3.0656 + 2.0319*ln (Volullle)-1.l589*ln (Length)

(1.4411) (0.4079) (0.4670)

+ 0.1274* In (Volullle) * hI (Length)-0.083 1*( h(Volullle))'

(0.0528) . (0.0280)

a ~ 0.68 on I26 degrees of freedom

ExploratOly analysis of thc data showed increasing variance as the volume and

lcngth of the nourishment project increased. A log transformation was performed on all
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variables. This improved the distribution of the data as shown in thc plot of residuals vs.

fitted values for thc abovc model shown in Figure I.

Thc model suggests that both volume and length are imp011ant in explaining thc

variation in nourishmcnt project costs. Thc squarcd term rcflects the fact.that volume

enters into the modcl in a non-linear way. As volumc changes the relationship betwccn

cost and volume changcs. The interaction term for volumc and length suggcsts that the

changcs in cost associated with one factor calUlOt be interpretcd independcntly of thc

other. In addition, volume and length are correlated and for a project of a givcn volumc

thcrc is a limitcd rangc of lengths over which thcsc results make sense.

,

,

°127

•
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~5..
~, ,

8 •

8 \0 12 14 16

<flted: 109(\.'01,1000) f log(1eng. 1000) +1((log(vol,1000))' (log(long, 10(0))) +1((

Figure 1.. Residuals l'S. Fit from Nourishment Cost Regressioll

The rcsidual plot for the model above also shows a scarcity of points at low

valucs of thc fittcd modcl (see Figure 1). Four points stand out that correspond to

projects with volumes of less than 160,000 ft3. The scarcity of points inthis range

suggests that thcre is VCty littlc data to characterizc nourishmcnt costs for smaller

projccts. If thc goal of this analysis is limited to !tying to prcdict the range of

nourishment costs for a particular projcct, it may bc appropriate to limit thc analysis and

only considcr larger, more typical projccts. To do this thc foul' low volunlc projects were·

removcd from thc data set and the remaining data werc analyzed again using an all

subsets model selection proccss.

For this rcstricted data set the model that performs the bcst according to Mallows

Cp andBIC is simply a function of volume. Volumc is again in units of 1000 ft3.
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Est. mean ~1( Cost) = 7.8702 + 0.7452 * In( VO/llllle)

(0.3807) (0.0.416)

it = 0.68 on 125 degrees of fi'eedom

This model suggests that the complexity of the original model is a result of trying to

characterize the costs of nourishmcnt projects at particularly low volumes. When only

projects with volumes of sand greater than 160,000 ft3 are considered the relationship is

fairly straightforward (see Figure 2). The slopc of the rcgression lin~jndicates that a

doubling in the project volume is associated with a 68% incrcase in the median project

cost.

201816

Ln(volume) in ftA 3

14

18.00, - -

16.00 +---------'
,~g 14.00 -t-..-.:---=<-",-,~+,
~ 12.00 +-----"'--#-~--~-----------_____j
.!: 10.00 +----"----------------------J
tf 8.00 -t-------------------_____j
o
~ 6.00 +------------------_____j
.5 4.00 ~--~----------------_____j

2.00 +-------------------1
0.00 +-------,-----r----,------1

12

Figure 2: Tnmsformecl Raw·Data 0/, Beach Nourishment/or Projects With Volume> 160,000 ftJ.

To determine thc appropriate form of the nOUl'ishment cost curve in general, it

may be impOliant to consider the shape of the curve at low sand volumes more carefully.

One consideration is the expectation that nourishment projects are likely to be associated

with fairly large fixed costs. Performing a nOUl'ishmcnt project of any size requires some

amount of equipment and labor. Thc cost of hiring and transporting a drcdge and a hiring

a crew is likcly to be considerable.

Bcyond the relationship found in the regrcssion analysis above, sevcral.additional

issucs bear mentioning. First, project costs rcflect the cost of the capital and labor

necessaty to cany out a project and do not include any price paid for the actual sand uscd.
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Historically, sand taken from state waters has been free to nourishment projects (NRC,

1995). In the futurc, as demand for sand resources increases and non-state sources of

sand are sought out, this may change, adding another dimension to the cost of a project.

Moreover, in some cases sand may be thought of as a non-renewable resource. Under

these circumstances, as more sand is extracted over timc, the marginal cost of using the

resourcc will increase.

In addition, nourishments are rarely single events and necd to be considered as

long-tcrm strategies. The costs of a nourishment approach to beach management will

depend significantly on the fl'equency with which nourishments must be performed. The

longevity of a nourishment projcct is taken to be the time between the initial

emplacemcnt of sand on the beach and the timc when a loss of "at least" 50% of the

volumctric fill is first documentcd (Leonard, Clayton and Pilkcy, 1990). A study by

Leonard, Clayton, and Pilkey (1990) considers this a conservative cstimate of beach

lifetimes because, for the majority of thc cases in their study, the loss at the time of first

documentation was greater than 50% and, for many projects, the loss within the rccorded

lifetimc interval was closer to 100%.

As rcported by Lconard, Clayton, and Pilkey, design paramcters such as beach

length, grain size, shoreface slope, shelf width, and method of fill emplacemcnt are

generally considcred in detcrmining the lifespan of a project. How.ever, the authors

found that project lifespan showcd little correlation with these parameters- and was better

explained by the number and frequency of storm events after the initial sand

emplaccment (Leonard et aI., 1990). The uncertainty associated with future storm events

poses an additional problem in predicting nourishment lifespans and their associated

costs. In the models that follow post nourishment dynamics are approximated as constant

conditions. However, the relationship between storm activity and project lifespan

indicates that future work might be done to look at these systems in a stochastic model.

Finally, many people who opposed nourishment as a shoreline management

strategy do so on the grounds that these dredge and fill projccts involve significant

environmental impacts. One way to incorporate these factors into a decision making

process would be to characterize these impacts in terms of environmental costs and then

include them in a cost benefit model.
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The cost ofthe.environmental impacts can be seen as the loss of the

environmental benefits that beaches provide in terms of habitat and preservation of

biodiversity. However, as opposed to the protective and recreational benefits of beaches,

the environmental benefits are primarily non-use values. Moreover, thcse benefits arc

nonexculdable and nondepletable; evetyone can enjoy the bcnefits of better habitat and

greater biodiversity, and one individual's enjoyment does not diminish the amount of

benefit available to others. As such, the environmental benefits can be characterized as

public goods with all the associated implications for frec rider incentives.· Therefore,

hying to estimate the costs associated with damaging or destroying these environmental

resources due to nourishment is a difficult task. The hedonic valuation technique

dcscribed above is used to estimate the value of beaches, however this technique is based

on observations of actual choices made by coastal property owners as a way to identify

thcir willingness to pay for these benefits. The nonuse, public good nature of the

environmental benefits means that coastal propetiy owners cannot fully appropriate the

gains from protecting them. To estimate the value of these nonuse, public goods

hypothetical valuation tecl111iques such as contingent valuation would be needed

(Freeman, 1993). While these environmental benefits are important chanicteristics of

bcaches, their value or the cost associated with damaging or destroying them is difficult

to estimate and has bcen essentially omilled from the model that follows.

Costs of Relocation

One benefit of the relocation strategy is the potential to avoid negative

environmental impacts and the costs associated with thcm. The costs incurred under a

relocation strategy are primarily the direct costs of moving coastal stmctures. This

includes moving the stmcture, building a new foundation, and restoring the original site.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) estimates the cos{ of moving a

1000 sq foot house to a now site less than 5 miles away and restoring the original site at

approximately $47,000 (1998). The average size of coastal housing in many areas is

likcly to be greatel' than 1000 sq ft and therefore relocation costs are likely to be higher.

However, FEMA also notes that relocation costs do not increase propOltionally with

house size. Moreover a study by the Hcinz Center cites an example of a 1200 sq ft house
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that was relocated for only $25,000, about half of the FEMA estimate. For the individual

homeowncr the costs of purchasing new land for relocation may be significant.

However, for the putposes of this study, the cost of buying new land is a distributional

issue and not an overall cost to the systcm.

Another cost incurred by the individual homeowner relocating an oceanfront

structure to an inland lot is the loss of the amenity values associated with the original lot.

These include the ocean fro;ltage, and occan views. Again, these losses are impOliant in

considering the distributional effects of a relocation policy, but are not net COsts within

the overallsystem. When an oceanfront house is relocated to an inland lot the amenity

values are simply transferred to the owner of the lot directly behind the original one

(Parsons and Powell, 200 I).

Finally, on a barrier island that is experiencing a net amount of erosion, the cost

of land lost to the system may be significant. In this case it should be noted that inland

property is lost, not coastal property (Parsons and Powell, 200 I). The geomehy of the

shorcline stays the samc as erosion continues. As such, thc total beachfront acreage stays

constant and it is the amount of inland property that decreases. For the purposes of this

study, however, it is assumed that there is no net land loss. This may not be such a

problcmatic assumption in the casc of barrier islands that are truly migrating. Sediments

from the beach are transportcd to the bay side during coastal storms so that the land lost

on the ocean side of the island is equivalent to the land gained on the bay side.

Seabrook Island Simulation Model

The private dcvelopment community ofSeabrook Island is located just north of

Charleston on the South Carolina coast. Pompe and Rinehart's 1999 hedonic regression

analysis lookcd at propeliy values in this community. As reportcd in their paper the

development includes 2,350 properties, 1,498 of which are developed while 852 are

vacant lots. The average width of the beach in Seabrook Island is 322 feet, with erosion

ratcs as high as 5 feet per year in some areas. The average selling prices betwecn the

years of 1989 and 1994 were $137,000 for developed propeliies and $53,221 for vacant

lots (1989 $). As describe above, the authors' regression analysis produced a double log

model of selling price as a function of the housing characteristics they modeled. For
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beach width, thc regression coefficicnt for developed lots was 0.134 and for vacant lots

0.304. Thcse data were used to calculate the benefits of the beach as a function of its

width. The averagc rental value of developed and vacant lots was dctermined by

multiplying the average selling price by a discount rate of 0.03. This was converted to an

avcrage rental value in the abscnce of a beach by assuming a bcach width of 322 ft, using

the regression parameters discussed above, calculating, and then subtracting out the

property value due to the beach alone. Then, in any given year, the full rental valuc was

calculatcd by plugging in the width of the bcach in that year.

Two managcment stratcgies wcre compared ovcr a 60 ycar timc horizon. Thc

first strategy, repeated nourishments, modcled sccnarios in which 150 fect of width wcre

added to the beach at regular intervals. In all cases the initial beach width was 300 feet.

A 1990 nourishment project added 685,000 cubic yards of sand to a Seabrook Island

beach 5,805 fcet in length (NOAA, 1999). Givcn a closure depth of about 20 fcetthis is

likely to produce similar beach width as the modcl describc here. The cost of this projcct

in 1990 was $1.66 million (NOAA, 1999). A reasonable estimate for a similar project in

2003 might be $2 million dollars. Thc regression analysis described above, however,

predicts a cost of approximiltely $3.96 million for a nourishment of this volume. Clearly

there is some variation in project cost depending on a numbcr of factors. However, $2 to

$4 million can be taken as a reasonable range for the purposes of this modcl. It is

important to remcmber that environmental costs of nourishment are not included in this

cost cstimate. The results of the model, however, might providc information about the

range of values within which environmental costs might be significant in dctcrmining

which stratcgy is more efficicnt.

In order to look eXlllicitly at thc effect of projcctlifespan, four different scenarios

werc modelcd with different nourishmcnt frequcncies. Repeatcd nourishment scenarios

were modeled in which nourishmcnttook place evcry 5 years, every 10 years, evety 15

years, and cvery 20 years. For each scenario crosion in the intcrvening years was set at a

constant rate sufficient to create a loss of sand equal to the nourishment amount.

Thc results of this rcpcated nourishmcnt stratcgy werc then compared to a

relocation sccnario. Thc relocation approach to shorelinc managcment rccognizes the

presencc of coastal structurcs that prevent the landward migration of the beach as the
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cause of beach narrowing. Ifthe stmctures arc moved when the beach reaches them, the

width of the beach will remain constant. This is equivalent to setting growth equal to

depletion. In this simulation the beach is assigned a constant width of 300 ft.

Pompe and Rinehart (1999) re?ort the presence of 150 oceanfront properties on

Seabrook Island. My model assumes that of these properties, only a certain number

contain houses that must be relocated in any givcn year. This number-of houses is

constant throughout all time periods within the model. Average relocation costs were

considered in the range of $20,000 - $80,000 per house.

Once values are assigned for the costs of nourishment, the number of houses

relocated, the cost of relocation per house, and the discount ratc, the net value of the

beach is calculated for each time period. The value of the beach is simply the total value

of the property in the community given the width of the beach in that period, minus the

total value of propel1y in the community in the absence of a beach. The net value

calculated for each period is simply the above minus the costs of any inanagement actions

in that period. These net values are then discounted back to the first time period using a

discount rate of 0.03. The sllln of these present value net benefits for the nourishment

scenario is then compared to that for the relocation scenario. The scenario that produces

greater net benefits represents the more efficient management strategy.

Results

The outcome of this simulation is, as one might expect, dependcnt on the values

assigned for the nourishment and relocation costs. For example, relocation is preferred in

scenario A (shown in Table 3), in which nourishment costs are high and relocation costs

arc low. Whereas nourishment is the more efficient approach in scenario B in which

nourishment costs are low and relocation costs are high.

Table 3' Simulation Scenarios
Cost DCI' Nourishment Proiect Relocation Cost DCI' house Prcfc....cd Stl'atcl!Y

Scenario A $8,000,000 $20,000 Relocation

Scenario n $2,000,000 $80,000 Nourishment
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The nnmber of houses that must be moved in each time period determines the

overall costs of relocation. As such, it too can affect the relative efficiency of these

management stratcgies. The number of houses that must be movcd could depcnd on the

natural erosion rate in the arca, or the rate at which the beach and island are migrating

landward. The density of development, as well as local development ordinances, could

also affect this in detcrminiilg the distribution of houscs along the shore.

The results of thc model are also sensitivc to thc itlitial width of the beach, as well

as the percentage change in bcach width due to nourishment. The exponential form of

thc benefits umctionmeans that thc percentage change in the benefits is proportional to

the percentage change in beach width. Adding ISO ft to a beach that is initially 50 ft

wide, for a developed lot, will produce a 20% increase in the bencfits, whereas adding

ISO ft to a 300 ft wide bcach will only increase the benefits by 6%. The solution to this

problem involves a comparison of the areas underncath thc two curves shown in Figure 3.

In this figure the top line represents thc net benefits of the beach under a nourishment

management strategy. In tllis scenario, nourishments occur evelY 10 years. The large

costs of nourishments are reflected in the significant dip in the net benefits curve each

time a project is carried out. The lower line represents the net benefits ofthe beach under

a relocation strategy. Costs of relocation are incurred in each time period, producing a

smooth curve. The percentage change in beach width due to nourishment controls the

steepness of the nourishment curve between events.
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The model is also sensitive to the relative vertical position of these two curves.

This is determined by the beach width under relocation as cOll1pared to the maximum and

minimum nourishment beach widths. If the relocation width ,is equal to the maximum

beach width achieved through nourishment, then the two curves will intersect closer the

peaks in thc nourishmcnt curve. However, the net benefits under nourishments dip

dramatically in cvery year in which a nourishment project is performed, thus reducing the

area under the nourishment ·curve. As such thc area under the relocation curve will be

greater. On the other hand, setting the width under relocation equal to something the less

than the maximum width achieved through nourishment displaces the rclocation benefits

curve downward, decreasing its integral in comparison to that of the nourishment curve.

Finally, my model suggests that the timing of nourishments can have dramatic

effects on the overall cfficiency of each management approach. Figure 4 shows the

results for a scenario in which nourishment projects cost $4 million and 3 houses are

relocatcd each year at an avcrage cost of $40,000 per house. Plotted along the y-axis is

the differencc in the net present value sum for a 60 year management scheme of

nourishment compared to relocation (nourishmcnt minus relocation). The x-axis

indicates the nourishment interval. The four bars show this difference in net value under
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nourishment and relocation when nourishments are rcpeated evelY 5 ycars, evelY 10

years, evelY 15 years, and evClY 20 years. As the graph shows, the olltcome depends

heavily on this nourishment interval. When nourishment projects must happen evelY 15

or 20 years, a nourishmcnt stratcgy yields grcater net bencfits than does a relocation

strategy. However, the difference between nourishment and relocation is negative when

nourishments have to be repeatcd evelY 5 or 10 years, making rclocation ihe prefcrred

management approach.

Discussion

The simulation abovc highlights the imp0l1ance of considering shoreline

managemcnt decisions in the context of a dynamic renewable resource problem. Within

this system thcre arc important interactions between growth and depletion processcs from

year to year. As such, the relative efficiency of a stratcgy may be differcnt if'options arc

compared in terms of the time-path of the resource as opposed to a scries of static

decisions made indcpendently of each other. In this case the lifespan of e'aeh

nourishment project influences the path of the rcsoui'ee in that it reflects the dcgree to

which crosion increases after a nourishment. While it is obviolls that the intcrval

betwecn nourislunent projccts determines how frequently the costs of nourishment are

incurred, it should be noted that this interval also determines the path of thc benefits of

nourishment over time.

Cost-benefit analyses that have been done to demonstrate the economic basis for

nourishment often comparc the costs of nourishment with the costs of doing nothing. If

no management action is taken, enormous costs arc incurred in terms of stl1lctural

damage and property loss. A study by Parsons and Powell (200 I) determined that the

cost of Ictting Delaware beaches retreat and tearing down houses as the beach migrates

landward could be anywhere from $200 million to $500 million depending on the erosion

rates and discount rates used. In this comparison it is difficult to believe that

environmental costs could be high enough to sway the decision to nourish the beaches.

However, a relocation strategy will provide the same benefits as nourishment in tenns of

avoided property damage and may, as noted by Parsons and Powell, offer a more efficient

approach to management. When relocation is the policy alternative against which
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nourishment is evaluated, even in the absence of environmental costs, my model suggests

a range of circumstances in which relocation is preferred. This can only mean that

including environmental costs would expand that range of circumstances. In addition it is

possible to use the results of this study to bound the question of how large the

environmental impacts would have to be in order to change the outcome of the model.

These rcsults also suggest that it may be valuable to consider the dynamics of

environmental costs. The simulation points out the importance of understanding and

modcling the way in which the state of the resource and the processes of change in one

period affect thosc same variables in the next. The environmental impacts of

nourishment, and therefore the environmental costs, are likely to Vaty over time. Beyond

just estimating the magnitude of environmental costs it may be important to consider the

timeframe over which they occur. Studies such as those by Peterson, Hickerson, and

Johnson (2000) and Rakocinski et al (1996) that characterize short-term and long-term

biological responses may lend some insight into the path of the environmental costs of

nourishment. In addition, it would be interesting to look at environmental costs

associated with a repetitive nourishment strategy and whether 01' not there is a cumulative

nature to these impacts.

Policy Considerations

The model described here evaluates two policy alternatives based on their relative

economic efficiency. However, the distributional effects of each policy also need to be

considered. For nourishment and relocation, the distribution of costs and benefits are

significantly different. Currently the costs of nourishments are primarily borne by the

federal government, which contributes 65% of the funding for these projects (NRC,

. 1995). Set up in this way, the costs of nourishment are paid by all US taxpayers and the

benefits are primarily experienced by coastal homeowners. On the other hand, individual

homeowners bear the costs of a relocation strategy. Moreover, when one considers the

transfer of amenity values when an oceanfront house is moved, it is clear that there are

distributional issues even within a given coastal community.

To some, a policy option where the primaty beneficiaries of the management

strategy also bear the costs of those actions is preferable to a policy in which the costs arc
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paid by all and the benefits are received by a few. Howevcr, the incrcascd costs for

coastal homeowncrs may lead to intense resistance from these communities and impair

the political feasibility of a rclocation strategy.

If a relocation strategy were to bc implemented, the fact that the costs arc paid by

individnal homcowners may also have an effect on thc behavior and investment patterns

of those homeowners. With the knowledge that, at some point in time, any coastal

strueturc will have to be moved, homeowners may make different choices about when,

where, and how much to build in coastal communities. This, in tUI11, could affect the

overall cost of relocation, making it more efficicnt. In the prescncc of a relocation

strategy homeowners may build smaller houses or may build houses in such a way to

make them lcss costly to move. Individuals may also build structures further back from

the beach to push offthc eventual costs of relocation farther into the future. Finally, it

may be desirablc to purchasc and build on proPClty lots that extend further inland and

therefore might allow for relocation away from the watcr while still within the original

waterfront lot. This could decreasc thc ovcrall density of devclopment in coastal areas,

thus lowering the rate at which houses might need to be moved.

Toward a Dynamic Optimization Model

Thc ultimatc goal of framing shorcline managemcnt choices in tcrms of a

dynamic renewablc resource problcm would be to develop a dynamic optimization

modcl. The modcl dcscribed above evaluates the efficiency of two spccific resource

managemcnt paths. An optimization model would mathematically solve for the optimal

resource path. While this is a fairly complex challenge, a fair amount can already be said

about what such a model might look like.

An optimization model for a singlc piece of oceanli'ont propelty would begin with

a state equation describing the path of the beach in front of the propClty. This might look

like:
w,+' ~ W, - E, + R, + N, (I)

This simply says that the width of thc bcach (W) in any time pcriod is a function of the

width in thc prcvious time period, the crosion (E) that occilrred in the last time period and
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the additions to beach width made through relocation (R) and nourishment (N). Solutions

would be constrained to non-negative numbers for all variables.

Thc costs of relocation (C R) are likely to involve a significant fixed cost (ft) with

the total increasing slightly as a function of the distance (x) that the structure is moved.

C,; ~JI+W*X
(2)

The cost curvc for nourishment can be described by the regression results prcsented

earlier. In order to convert the project volume and length into the width of beach that is

added, the closure depth must be determined. The closure depth represents the water

depth at which there is no significant movement of sediments by wave action (NRC,

1995). If it is assumed that the first coastal storm after a nourishment project

redistributcs the saud so that it assumes the same shape as the equilibrium profile, then:

Voillme ~ w*1* d (3)

Volume is simply a function of the width added to the beach (w), the length of beach

nourished (I), and the closure depth of the local shore face profile (d).

Figure 5: Beach P.-oOic Schematic
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This relations,hip can then be combined with the results of the earlier regression analysis

of nourishment costs to express the costs of a nourishment project (CN) as a function of

the width it adds to the beach.

CN ~e*(w*l*d/
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The results of the previous regression analysis provide values ofr the constant (8) and

the exponent (~). For these purposes the restricted model is used and so it should be

noted that this equation only holds for projects with volumes of greater than 160,000 ftJ.

Benefits are again niodeled using the results of the hedonic property value studies

so that in any time period t the value of the beach (V) is:

(5)
V,~P'((H*W/)-H)

In this equation p is simply.the discount factor (1/(1+0)) and H is equal to the annunl

rental value of the property in the absence of a beach.

Equations 1, 2, 4, and 5 can then be combined to give the net present value of a

piece of property over time. In discrete time:

NPV ~ L:>' *(H , *W/ -H, -CR, -CN,)
(6)

The goal of the optimization model would be to choose values for nourishment and

relocation in each period in order to maximize this sum of net present valiles.

Additional issues might include how to incorporate the cffeet of diminishing sand

resources. One way to do this could be to add a constraints such that:

(7)

This indicates that the total volumc (S) used in all nourishments cannot exceed the

original amount available (So).

An alternativc way to incorporate the fact that sand resources are limited might be

to add something similar to a stock effect to the nourishment cost curve.

CN ~Jl*(w*l*d)" +Y*LN, (8)

In this case the cost of a given nOUl'ishment depends on the amount of nourishments that

have been done previously..

Thc approach outlined above presents some difficulties in actually solving this

problem. First, ideally the cost cUl'ves would be smooth twice differentiable CUl'VCS,

positive in the first and second derivatives. Howcver, the cost eUl'ves outlined above that

most accurately represent the realities of these costs contain kinks and discontinuities.
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One might address this by working with smooth curves that approximate the descriptive

equations.

Another difficulty with the approach outlined above is that it considcrs shorcline

management decisions for a single property. Due to thc potential rcturns to scale

involved in thc costs of a nourishmcnt project, it may make morc scnse to consider

management choices on a community widc levcl. However, in that case the rclocation

option may necd to be structured differently. One might need to assume that all houses

are at an equal distancc from the bcach and that only one row of houscs exists.

Additional information would bc needed, such as thc number and spacing of houses along

the beach.

Finally, thc above modcl dcscribes a silttation in which nourishment and

rclocation occur quasi-continuously. In reality, howcver, both nourishmellt and

relocation are morc cyelical in naturc. As such it may bc possible to apply concepts from

rotational harvesting in commercial foreshy. In this field the Faustmann equation is uscd

to determine the optimal forest harvest rotation, the optimal period of time to wait

bctwecn planting and harvesting a stand of trees. The solution to this dynamic

optimization is to balance thc marginal bcnefits and marginal costs of postponing all

harvcsts by one ycar. In rotational forcshy the marginal value of waiting conlCS from the

fact that an additional ycar will usually rcsult in a larger volume of wood to be harvcsted.

The marginal cost of waiting reflccts the foregonc intcrest payment on what could be

harvcsted a year earlier (Conrad, 1999).

The decision over nourishment could be cast in terms of hying to find the optimal

nourishment intelval. In doing so, onc would havc to consider the rate of crosion

between nourishments and perhaps thc stochastic naltlrc of this process duc to the largc

influcncc by storm activity. Again the solution would be a balaucc between thc marginal

value and marginal costs of waiting a year. Howcver, in this case the marginal cost

would reflect the fact that delaying nourishment for a ycar means incun'ing another year

of erosion. The marginal bcnefit of waiting might bc the earned intercst payment on the

moncy that would otherwise be spcut on the nourishmcnt projcct. An addcd dimension in

thc beach problem is that thc managcmcnt dccision to bc made is not only when to
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nourish, but also how much to nourish. The latter would balance the marginal costs and

benefits of adding width to the beach.

A similar Faustmann approach could be takcn with the relocation option. A given

picce of property could be sequcntial moved back from the bcach. Here, the cost of

waiting is incurring thc loss of distance between the house and the water. The value of

waiting would again be the interest paymcnt on thc funds to be uscd for thc rclocation.

As with the nourishmcnt option, thc optimal solution would need to describc both the

relocation intcrval as well as the distance to move the house each timc. Thc latter would

balancc thc marginal bcnefits and costs of proximity.

Conclusions

The primary finding of this study is that it makcs sense and may be useful to

characterize beaches as renewable resourccs. In doing so, the conccpts mjd tools of

dynamic rcnewable rcsource managcmcnt can bc applied to the analysis of shorcline

managcment strategies. Hedonic property value'studics hclp accomplish this by

providing cvidcncc in support of the relationship betwcen the value of a bcach and thc

width of that beach. Morcovcr, these studics provide a wayofdescribingand quantifYing

that relationship.

Applying a dynamic rencwablc resource approach to bcach managcmcnt rcqnires

the consideration of a long time horizon. This approach highlights the importance of the

interactions of growth and depletion processes over timc. As dcmonstrated in thc

simulation model, a mcasurc of one of thcse interactions, the lifespan of a'nourishment

projcct, can be the critical factor in dctermining thc relativc efficiency of a management

strategy. It may also be impOliant to consider the dynamics of the factors involved in

these managcment systems that have yct to be quantificd, namcly the environmcntal costs

of nourishnlent projccts.

Futurc dircctions for this work includc thc developmcnt of a dynamic

optimization model. Some progrcss has bcen madc in charactcrizing thc different

components of such a modcl. However, this complex problem requircs further study.

Early work in this arca suggests that concepts from rotational harvesting may have

potential in creating and solving an optimization model of bcach managetjlenl.
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